Abstract. Given a language L that is online recognizable in linear time and space, we construct a linear time and space online recognition algorithm for the language L · Pal, where Pal is the language of all nonempty palindromes. Hence for every fixed positive k, Pal k is online recognizable in linear time and space. Thus we solve an open problem posed by Galil and Seiferas in 1978.
Introduction
In the last decades the study of palindromes constituted a notable branch in formal language theory. Recall that a string w = a 1 · · · a n is a palindrome if it is equal to ← w = a n · · · a 1 . There is a bunch of papers on palindromes in strings. Some of these papers contain the study of strings "rich" in palindromes (see, e.g., [GJWZ] ), some other present solutions to algorithmic problems like finding the longest prefix-palindrome [Man] or counting distinct subpalindromes [KRS] .
For languages constructed by means of palindromes, an efficient recognition algorithm is often not straightforward. In this paper we develop a useful tool for construction of acceptors for such languages. Before stating our results, we recall some notation and known facts.
The language of nonempty palindromes over a fixed alphabet is denoted by Pal. Let Pal ev = {w ∈ Pal: |w| is even}, Pal >1 = {w ∈ Pal: |w| > 1}. Given a function f : N → N and a language L, we say that an algorithm recognizes L in f (n) time and space if for any string w of length n, the algorithm decides whether w ∈ L using at most f (n) time and at most f (n) additional space. We say that an algorithm recognizes a given language online if the algorithm processes the input string sequentially from left to right and decides whether to accept each prefix after reading the rightmost letter of that prefix.
It is well known that every context-free language can be recognized by relatively slow Valiant's algorithm (see [Val] ). According to [Lee] , there are still no examples of context-free languages that cannot be recognized in linear time on a RAM computer. Some "palindromic" languages were considered as candidates to such "hard" context-free languages.
At some point, it was conjectured that the languages Pal ev * and Pal >1 * , where * is a Kleene star, cannot be recognized in O(n) (see [KMP, Section 6] ).
But a linear algorithm for the former was given in [KMP] and for the latter in [GS] . The recognition of Pal k appeared to be a more complicated problem. Linear algorithms for the cases k = 1, 2, 3, 4 were given in [GS] . Their modified versions can be found in [CR, Section 8] . In [GS] and [CR] it was conjectured that there exists a linear time recognition algorithm for Pal k for arbitrary k. In this paper we present such an algorithm. Moreover, our algorithm is online. The main contribution is the following result.
Theorem. Suppose a given language L is online recognizable in f (n) time and space, for some function f : N → N. Then the language L · Pal can be recognized online in f (n) + cn time and space for some constant c > 0 independent of L.
Corollary. For arbitrary k, Pal k is online recognizable in O(kn) time and space.
Note that the related problem of finding the minimal k such that a given string belongs to Pal k can be solved online in O(n log n) time [FGKK] , and it is not known whether a linear algorithm exists.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains necessary combinatorial properties of palindromes; similar properties were considered, e.g., in [BG] . In Sect. 3 we describe an auxiliary data structure used in the main algorithm. An online recognition algorithm for Pal k with O(kn log n) working time is given in Sect. 4. Finally, in Sect. 5 we speed up this algorithm to obtain the main result.
Basic Properties of Palindromes
A string of length n over the alphabet Σ is a map {1, 2, . . . , n} → Σ. The length of w is denoted by |w| and the empty string by ε. We write w 
Lemma 1 (see [Lot, Chapter 8] ). Suppose v is both a prefix and a suffix of a string w; then the number |w|−|v| is a period of w.
A substring [resp. suffix, prefix] of a given string is called a subpalindrome [resp. suffix-palindrome, prefix-palindrome] if it is a palindrome. We write w = (uv) * u to state that w = (uv) k u for some nonnegative integer k. In particular,
Lemma 2. Suppose p is a period of a nonempty palindrome w; then there are palindromes u and v such that |uv| = p, v = ε, and w = (uv) * u.
Proof. Let uv be a prefix of w of length p such that v = ε and w = (uv)
Lemma 3. Suppose w is a palindrome and u is its proper suffix-palindrome or prefix-palindrome; then the number |w|−|u| is a period of w.
Proof. Let w = vu for some v.
It follows from Lemma 1 that |v| is the period of w. The case of a prefix-palindrome is similar.
Lemma 4. Let u, v be palindromes such that v = ε and uv = z k for some string z and integer k; then there exist palindromes x and y such that z = xy, y = ε, u = (xy) * x, and v = (yx) * y.
Proof. The case k = 1 is trivial. Suppose k > 1. Consider the case |z| ≤ |u|. It follows from Lemma 2 that there exist palindromes x, y such that z = xy, y = ε, u = (xy)
A string is primitive if it is not a power of a shorter string. A string is called a palindromic pair if it is equal to a concatenation of two palindromes.
Lemma 5. A palindromic pair w is primitive iff there exists a unique pair of palindromes u, v such that v = ε and w = uv.
Proof. Let w be a non-primitive palindromic pair. Suppose w = z k = uv, where z is a string, k > 1, and u, v are palindromes. By Lemma 4, we obtain palindromes x, y such that z = xy and y = ε. Now w = u 1 v 1 = u 2 v 2 , where u 1 = x, v 1 = y(xy) k−1 , u 2 = xyx, v 2 = y(xy) k−2 are palindromes. For the converse, consider w = u 1 v 1 = u 2 v 2 , where u 1 , u 2 , v 1 , v 2 are palindromes and |u 1 | < |u 2 | < |w|. We claim that w is not primitive. The proof is by induction on the length of w. For |w| ≤ 2, there is nothing to prove. Suppose |w| > 2. It follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that there exist palindromes x, y such that u 2 = u 1 yx = (xy) * x. In the same way we obtain palindromes
Let z be a primitive string such that yx = z k for some k > 0. By Lemma 4, we obtain palindromesx,ỹ such that x = (xỹ) * x , y = (ỹx) * ỹ , and z =ỹx. Similarly, we have palindromesx
* ỹ′ , and z =ỹ ′x′ . By induction hypothesis,
Denote by p the minimal period of a palindrome w. By Lemma 2, we obtain palindromes u, v such that w = (uv) * u, v = ε, and |uv| = p. The string uv is primitive. The representation (uv) * u is called canonical decomposition of w. Let w[i..j] be a subpalindrome of the string w. The number (i + j)/2 is the center of w[i..j]. The center is integer [half-integer] if the subpalindrome has an odd [resp., even] length. For any integer n, shl (w, n) denotes the string w[t+1..|w|]w[1..t], where t = n mod |w|.
Lemma 6 (see [Lot, Chapter 8]) . A string w is primitive iff for any integer n, the equality shl (w, n) = w implies n mod |w| = 0.
Lemma 7. Suppose (xy) * x is a canonical decomposition of w and u is a subpalindrome of w such that |u| ≥ |xy|−1; then the center of u coincides with the center of some x or y from the decomposition.
Palindromic iterator
Let w[i..j] be a subpalindrome of a string w. The number ⌊(j−i+1)/2⌋ is the radius of w[i..j]. Let C = {c > 0 : 2c is an integer} be the set of all possible centers for subpalindromes. Palindromic iterator is the data structure containing a string text and supporting the following operations on it:
1. append i (a) appends the letter a to the end; 2. maxPal returns the center of the longest suffix-palindrome; 3. rad(x) returns the radius of the longest subpalindrome with the center x; 4. nextPal(x) returns the center of the longest proper suffix-palindrome of the suffix-palindrome with the center x. Proof. Our implementation uses a variable s containing the center of the longest suffix-palindrome of text, and a fractional array r of length 2s such that for each i ∈ C, 0 < i ≤ s, the number r[i] is the radius of the longest subpalindrome centered at i. Obviously, maxPal = s. Let us describe rad(x). If x ≤ s, rad(x) = r [x] . If x > s, then each palindrome with the center x has a counterpart with the center refl(x, s). On the other hand, rad(x) ≤ |text|−⌊x⌋, implying rad(x) = min{r[refl(x, s)], |text|−⌊x⌋}. To implement nextPal and append i , we need additional structures.
We define an array lend[0..|text|−1] and a fractional array nodes[ for (s 0 ← s; s < |text| + 1; s ← s + Suppose that a symbol is added to text and the value of s is updated. Denote by S the set of centers x > s such that the longest subpalindrome centered at x has lost its status of suffix-palindrome on this iteration. Once we linked the one-letter and empty suffix-palindromes to the list, it remains to remove the elements of S from it. Let t = ⌈s⌉ − rad(s). Since text[t..|text|] is a palindrome, we have lend[t] = {refl(x, s) : x ∈ S}. Thus, lines 10-11 unlink S from the list.
Since append i links exactly two nodes to the list, any sequence of n calls to append i performs at most 2n unlinks in the loop 10-11. Further, any such sequence performs at most 2n iterations of the loop 2-8 because each iteration increases s by 1 2 and s ≤ |text|. Thus, append i works in the amortized O(1) time. Example 4. Let text = aabacaba. The list of centers of suffix-palindromes contains 5, 7, 8, 8.5. Now we perform append i (a) using the above implementation. We underline suffix-palindromes of the source string for convenience: aabacabaa. The centers 9, 9.5 are linked to the list in the line 9. The set of centers to be removed from the list is S = {7, 8}. Let t = ⌈s⌉ − rad(s) = 5 − 4 = 1. Since lend[t] = {2, 3}, the loop 10-11 unlinks S = {refl(i, s) : i ∈ lend[t]} from the list. So, the new list contains 5, 8.5, 9, 9.5.
Palindromic Engine
Palindromic engine is the data structure containing a string text, bit arrays m and res of length |text|+1, and supporting a procedure append(a, b) such that The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the third condition.
Lemma 9. Let L be a language. Suppose that for any i ∈ 0, |text|,
Let f, g be functions of integer argument. We say that a palindromic engine works in f (n) time and g(n) space if any sequence of n calls to append on empty engine requires at most f (n) time and g(n) space.
Proposition 2. Suppose a palindromic engine works in f (n) time and space, and a language L is online recognizable in g(n) time and space; then the language L · Pal is online recognizable in f (n) + g(n) + O(n) time and space.
Proof. Assume that in the palindromic engine m[0] = 1 iff ε ∈ L. We scan the input string w sequentially from left to right. To process the ith letter of w, we feed it to the algorithm recognizing L and then call append We use the palindromic iterator in our implementation of palindromic engine. Let len(x) be the function returning the length of the longest subpalindrome with the center x, i.e., len(x) = 2 · rad(x) + ⌊x⌋ − ⌊x − 1 2 ⌋. The operations of bitwise "or", "and", "shift" are denoted by or, and, shl respectively. Let x or ← y be short for x ← (x or y). The naive O(n 2 ) time implementation is as follows: for (x ← maxPal; x = n+ To improve the naive implementation, we have to decrease the number of suffix-palindromes to loop through. This can be done using "leading" subpalindromes.
A nonempty string w is cubic if its minimal period p is at most |w|/3. A subpalindrome u = w[i..j] is leading in w if any period p of any longer subpalindrome w[i ′ ..j] satisfies 2p > |u|. Thus, all non-leading subpalindromes are suffixes of leading cubic subpalindromes. For example, the only cubic subpalindrome of w = aabababa is w[2..8] = abababa, and the only non-leading subpalindrome is w[4..8] = ababa.
Lemma 10. Let s = w[i..j] be a leading subpalindrome of w, with the canonical decomposition (uv) * u, and t = w[i ′ ..j] be the longest proper suffix-palindrome of s that is leading in w. Then t = u if s = uvu, and t = uvu otherwise.
Proof. Let s = uvu. By Lemma 3, u is the longest proper suffix-palindrome of s. Clearly, u is leading in w. If s = uvu, the assertion follows from Lemma 7.
Lemma 11. A string of length n has at most log 3 2 n leading suffix-palindromes.
Proof. Let u, v be leading suffix-palindromes such that |u| > |v|. By Lemma 3, |u|−|v| is a period of u. Let p be the minimal period of u. Since |v| < 2p and p ≤ |u|−|v|, we conclude |u| > 3 2 |v|, whence the result. To obtain a faster implementation of the palindromic engine, we loop through leading suffix-palindromes only. To take into account other suffix-palindromes, we gather the corresponding bits of m into an additional bit array z described below.
For every i ∈ 0, |text|, let j i be the maximal number 
The array z is maintained to support the following invariant:
Proposition 3. The palindromic engine can be implemented to work in O(n log n) time and O(n) space.
Proof. Consider the following implementation of the function append. An instance of its work is given below in Example 5.
1: function append(a, b)
2:
for (x ← maxPal; x = n+ We show by induction that the values taken by x are the centers of w 0 , . . . , w k (in this order). In the first iteration x = maxPal is the center of w 0 . Let x be the center of w i . The minimal period p of w i is calculated in line 4 according to Lemmas 2 and 3. By Lemma 10, the value assigned to d in line 5 is |w i+1 |. Thus, the third operand in line 3 sets x to the center of w i+1 for the next iteration. Let x and (uv) * u be, respectively, the center and the canonical decomposition of w i . Denote by w any suffix-palindrome such that |w i | ≥ |w| > |w i+1 |. By Lemma 7, w = (uv) * u. If the invariant of z is preserved, the assignment in line 9 is equivalent to the sequence of assignments res [n] or ← m[n−|w|] for all such w. Since i runs from 0 to k, finally one gets res [n] or ← m[n−|w|] for all suffix-palindromes w, thus providing that the engine works correctly. To finish the proof, let us show that our implementation preserves the invariant on-the-fly, setting the correct value of z[n−|w i |] in lines 7, 8 just before it is used in line 9.
As in the pseudocode presented above, denote by n the length of text with the letter c appended. For any j ∈ 0, n−1, the bit z[j] is changed iff text[j+1..n] is a leading suffix-palindrome. Assume that w i = text[j+1..n] is a leading suffixpalindrome and x is its center. If w i is not cubic, line 7 gives the correct value of z[j], because n−d−p = j. Suppose w i is cubic. Let (uv) * u be a canonical decomposition of w i . Then w ′ = text[i+1..n−|vu|] is a leading subpalindrome. Indeed, w ′ = (uv) * u and |w ′ | ≥ |uvuvu|. For some i ′ ≤ i, suppose that text[i ′ +1..n−|uv|] is a leading subpalindrome, p is its minimal period, and 2p < |w ′ |; then since p ≥ |uv|, we have, by Lemmas 2 and 7, that either 2p > |w
.n] is leading. Since w ′ is leading, we restore the invariant for z[n−|w i |] in line 8. Since the number of iterations of the for cycle equals the number of leading suffix-palindromes of text, it is O(log n) by Lemma 11. This gives us the required time bound; the space bound is obvious.
Example 5. Let text = ababab. For i = 0, . . . , 6, denote by j i the maximal number
Assume that now we call append(a, m [7] ), using the O(n log n) implementation above (for simplicity, we suppose that the array m is known in advance). In line 2, we get text = abababa, res 
Linear Algorithm
Consider the word-RAM model with β+1 bits in the machine word, where the bits are numbered starting with 0 (the least significant bit). A standard assumption is β > log |text|. Processing a string of length n, we can read/write a group of log n elements of forward or backward array in a constant time. In this section we speed up palindromic engine using bitwise operations on groups of log n bits. This sort of optimization is often referred to as four Russians' trick (see [ADKF] ). Note that there is a simpler algorithm recognizing Pal k in O(kn log n) time, but it cannot be sped up in this fashion.
In the sequel n denotes |text|. As above, our palindromic engine contains a palindromic iterator; by Proposition 1, all computations inside the iterator take O(n) total time, so we need no speed up for that.
In the implementation described below, the array m[0.
.n] and the auxiliary array z[0..n] are backward, while slightly extended array res[0..n+β] is forward.
Idea of the algorithm
We say that a call to append is predictable if it retains the value of maxPal (or, in other words, extends the longest suffix-palindrome). For a predictable call, we know from symmetry which suffix-palindromes will be extended. This crucial observation allows us to fill res[n..n+β] in advance so that in the next β calls we need only few changes of res provided that these calls are predictable.
Let text = vs at some point, where s is the longest suffix-palindrome. The number of subsequent calls preserving maxPal is at most |v| = n−len(maxPal): this is the case if we add ← v . Consider those calls. Let c 0 < . . . < c k be the list of centers of all suffix-palindromes of text. Let i ∈ 1, k. After some predictable call c i can vanish from this list. Let p i be the number of predictable calls that retain c i on the list. Then p i = rad(refl(c i , maxPal)) − rad(c i ) (in Fig. 1 centers c 0 and c k (a shift appears because the empty suffix-palindrome is ignored). The algorithm is roughly as follows. When the assignments above are performed, each of the next β predictable calls just adds two suffix-palindromes (one-letter and empty) and performs the corresponding assignments for them. When an unpredictable call or the (β+1)st predictable call occurs, we make new assignments in the current position and use array z to reduce the number of suffix-palindromes to loop through. Let us consider details. The prediction calculated by our algorithm will sometimes deviate from the f -prediction, but in a way that guarantees condition 3 of the definition of palindromic engine. Now we describe the nature of this deviation. Let c ∈ C and c > n+ (we suppose ⌈c⌉+r−1 ≤ n+f ). Setting this bit to 1 is not harmful: if there will be no unpredictable calls before the position ⌈c⌉+r−1, then this bit will be set to 1 when updating the f -prediction on the ⌊c⌋th iteration. Additional predictions appear as a byproduct of the linear-time implementation of the engine. on multiplication and modulo operations, and we do not know whether it can be modified to use only addition, subtraction, and bitwise operations. It was conjectured that there exists a context-free language that can not be recognized in linear time by a unit-cost RAM machine. This paper shows that a popular idea to use palindromes in the construction of such a language is quite likely to fail. For some discussion on this problem, see [Lee] .
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